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Working Group1:  Taking Somerville Climate Forward Further 
Forward 2



We Set Three Goals for Revising 
The Climate  Forward Plan

• Broaden participation in planning and 
implementation 

• Focus more specifically on increasing economic, 
racial and social equity 

• More rapidly move toward carbon neutrality, with 
enforceable progression benchmark dates
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Goal 1.  Broaden Participation in Planning 
and Implementation

uReps. of labor unions, community-based orgs. 
other currently marginalized groups will be 
sought out for all decision-making re: planning 
& implementation of  Climate Forward Plan

uPlanners will seek input of residents 
representing traditionally marginalized groups
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Goal 2.  Increase economic, racial and social equity 
• Target actions to neighborhoods with vulnerable 

populations & those dealing with brunt of 
climate change

• Reserve percent of new jobs for currently 
marginalized residents & workers dislocated 
from fossil fuel dependent occupations

• Workforce development/job matching services 
provided by appropriate public & private 
agencies, labor unions 



Goal 3.  More rapidly move toward carbon neutrality, 
with enforceable progression benchmark goals

uThe city will reach carbon neutral by 2035

uGHG emissions will be 50% below the 1990 
level in 2025

u

uGHG emissions will be 75% below the 1990 
level in 2030. 
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Working Group 2:

Getting
Somerville 
Shovel Ready 
for Federal and 
State Funding
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We Set Three Priortities for Projects

1. Target projects using a climate lens

2. Adopt model project labor standards 

3. Build the workforce of the future
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Target Projects Using a Climate Lens
u Energy retrofits of municipal buildings, affordable housing, 

small businesses, etc.
u Low carbon transportation and mobility

u Green infrastructure, stormwater management, and other      
resilience projects

u Expanded “care infrastructure” – child care, health & 
wellness care, education and training – to enable people to 
work

u Facilities and equipment operation, management and 
maintenance

u Reclamation, redistribution, repurposing of construction 
materials
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Adopt Model Project Labor Standards

Criteria to align projects with community’s values:

u Pay prevailing wages;  adhere to good working conditions

u Emphasize local hire agreements

u Prioritize contracting with locally owned, women and 
minority businesses

u Reserve portions of new jobs for currently marginalized 
groups and workers dislocated from fossil fuel dependent 
jobs
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Build the Workforce of the Future
uConduct citywide skill and knowledge inventory;  

I.D. job requirements

uCreate partnerships to train people in renewable 
energy, energy efficiency, green infrastructure skills 

uExpand range of people in workforce (e.g. women, 
non-English speakers, low-income workers)

uTarget workers dislocated from fossil fuel jobs 

uAlign with federal Civilian Conservation Corps
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The Two Working Groups Suggest the Following 
Next Steps

u Engage new City Council and Mayor to affirm their commitment to the 
Further Forward working group’s three goals

u Engage key stakeholders and community leaders to further refine 
recommendations

u Convene working group to develop list of projects 

u Ask City to target funding toward projects aligned with climate goals. 

u Ask City to establish workforce development as central focus of all 
economic development

u Ask City to adopt model project labor standards 
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Conclusion
Somerville can realize several essential goals at same 
time: 
u renew city’s built environment - end dependence 

on fossil fuels that damage environment - to 
reliance on renewable energy that saves 
environment.  

ucreate many new, well-paying jobs, raise living 
standards of all residents, & promote social, 
economic and racial equality.  

uSomerville can become a model of a local Green 
New Deal - emulated by other cities & the country.
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